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Introduction
Let G be a finite group and p a prime number. Let (K, R, k) be a p-modular sys-
tem. We assume that K contains a primitive |G|-th root of unity and that k is alge-
braically closed. Let v be the valuation of K normalized so that u(p) = 1. Let N
be a normal subgroup of G and let V be an indecomposable oG-module such that
VN is indecomposable, where o = R or k. As in [14], we say that a block B of
G F-dominates a block B of G/N if there is an o[G/N] -module X in B such that
V 0 InfX belongs to B, where ΊnfX denotes the inflation of X to G. In [14] we
have shown that there is a natural relation between B and B, if B V- dominates B.
In particular, if D is a defect group of B, then i? has a defect group of the form
QN/N with DΠ N < Q < D. Then, we shall show in Section 2 that Q chosen in
this way is of a rather restricted nature. In fact, we see that OP(NG(Q)) — Q and that
Q is a Sylow intersection in G (Theorem 2.1). When, for example, VN is irreducible,
there exists a 2?-Brauer pair (Q,6g) (Theorem 2.8). As a consequence, we see there
exist defect groups D and ~D respectively of B and Έ such that Z(D)N/N < ~D <
DN/N. Further, Q is then a "defect intersection". When V is the trivial module "V-
domination" is nothing but the usual "domination", in which case we shall show even
the existence of a weight (ζ), 5) belonging to B (in the sense of Alperin [2]) (Propo-
sition 2.6).
In Section 1 we give an alternative proof of a result of Harris-Knδrr [8].
In Section 3 we give an extendibility theorem for an irreducible character of a
normal subgroup, the proof of which depends upon a result of Brauer on major sub-
sections [4, (4C)] and a result of Knόrr [11, Corollary 3.7 (i)].
As an application we study in Section 4 the following conjecture (*) given by
Robinson [17]. In [17] (*) is proved under a conjecture related to Alperin's weight
conjecture, cf. Theorem 5.1 in [17].
(*) Let B be a block of a group G with defect group D. Then, for every irreducible
character χ in B, htχ < v\Ό : Z(D)\ and the equality holds only when D is
abelian.
The conjecture (*) is of course an extension of half of Brauer's height 0 conjee-
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ture and it is known to be true for p-blocks of p-solvable groups by the results of
Fong [7] and Watanabe [18]. Indeed, Fong [7, (3C)] proves the inequality and Watan-
abe [18, Proposition] proves that the inequality is strict unless D is abelian.
Actually, we consider a "relative version" of (*) as follows:
(tt) Let N be a normal subgroup of G. For every irreducible character χ in a block
of G with defect group D and every irreducible constituent ξ of χπ, we have
htx - htξ < u\DN : Z(D)N\
and the equality holds if and only if χ is afforded by a Z(D)iV-projective RG-
module.
If N = 1, (tt) boils down to (*). (In fact, by Knorr's theorem [11], an irreducible
character of G in a block with defect group D is afforded by a Z(.D )-projective RG-
module if and only if D is abelian, cf. Lemma 4.5 below.) Conversely, we show (#)
is true if (*) is true for blocks of certain groups related with the factor group G/N
(Theorem 4.3). Thus the assertions (*) and (#) turn out to be equivalent. Furthermore,
based on Theorem 4.3, we give a reduction of (*) to the case of quasi-simple group-
s (Theorem 4.6). As a special case we obtain that (ft) is true if G/N is p-solvable
(Corollary 4.7), which extends the results of P. Fong and A. Watanabe mentioned
above.
In this paper all oG-modules are assumed to be ofree of finite rank. For a block
B of G, d{B) is the defect of B. For an oG-module X in £ , we define htX, the
height of X, by htX = ι/(rank
o
X) — v\G\+d(B). For an indecomposable module X,
vx(X) denotes a vertex of X. For a group H, Z(H) denotes the center of H.
Throughout this paper Knorr's papers [10, 11, 12] are of fundamental importance.
1. A result of Harris-Knδrr
Let G be a group and let iV be a normal subgroup of G. Let b be a block of TV
with defect group δ. Let 6χ be the Brauer correspondent of b in NN{S). Then Harris
and Knorr [8] have proved
Theorem 1.1 (Harris-Knorr [8, Theorem]). Block induction gives a defect-preser-
ving bijection between the set of blocks of No(δ) covering b\ and the set of blocks of
G covering b.
A module-theoretical proof of the above theorem is found in Alperin [1]. Here we
give still another (module-theoretical) proof (under our assumption on the fields K and
*),
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a subgroup of G such that Nχ(δ) <1 L. Then, for a block
β of L such that βG is defined, the following are equivalent:
(i) β covers some NQ(5)-conjugate of b\.
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(ii) βG covers b.
Proof. Put M = Nw(δ). Let U be an indecomposable ΛG-module of height 0 in
β
G
. Then there is an indecomposable RL-modu\e V of height 0 in β such that V\UL
by [13, Corollary 1.7 (i)]. Let b\ be a block of M covered by β. Then there is an
indecomposable i^M-module W of height 0 in b\ such that W | V M by [13, Theorem
4.1] (see also [20, Proposition 2]). So there is an indecomposable i?iV-module X such
that X\UN and that W\XM. Let b' be the block of TV containing X. Since htW = 0,
vx(W) is a defect group of b\ . Further we get
(1) δ < vx(W) < vx(X) < δ',
where vx(X) is a vertex of X and δ' is a defect group of b'.
(i) =Φ- (ii): In the above we may choose b\ so that b\ = &ix for some x e
NG(δ). So vx(W) = δ. Hence X belongs to {bxx)N = (bλN)x = bx by the Nagao-
Green theorem [14, Theorem 3.12]. Thus βG covers b.
(ii) =» (i): We have 6' = bx for some x G G. So <S' = ί x n for some n e N.
Thus equality holds throughout in (1) and vx(W) = δ = δxn. Hence X belongs to
(bi')N by the Nagao-Green theorem. So (bι)N = bx. Put y = ( x n ) " 1 G NG(δ). Then
((6i / ) y ) J V = ((6i')Λ Γ) y = bxy = b> s i n c e χy ^ ^ O n t h e o t h e r h a n d ' s i n c e fei' h a s
defect group δ, (bι)y has defect group δy = ί. Thus (6i') y = &i by the First Main
Theorem. Hence β covers 6/ = bχy . This completes the proof. D
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Applying the First Main Theorem and Lemma 1.2 with
L = NG(δ), we get the result (cf. the proof of [8, Theorem]). D
2. Blocks of factor groups
Throughout this section we use the following notation:
Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G and let V be an indecomposable oG-
module such that VN is indecomposable, where o = R or k. Let b be the block of iV
to which VN belongs. (So b is G-invariant.) Let B be a block of G covering b. Let D
be a defect group of B.
If B is a block of G/N which is F-dominated by B, then a defect group of B
is contained in DN/N ([14, Theorem 1.4 (i)]). Since DN/N = D/D (Ί N, we may
choose a p-subgroup Q so that QN/N is a defect group of i? and that DΓ\N < Q <
D. (We note that D Π N is a defect group of 6 by [10, Proposition 4.2].)
For a p-subgroup Q such that D Π TV < Q < D, we denote by 6(Q) a unique
block of QN covering b. Since b is G-invariant, Q is a defect group of b(Q) ([13,
Lemma 4.13]). Further, Since b(Q) is NQ(QN)-invariant, we see, by the Frattini ar-
gument, that NG(QN) = NG(Q)N. Let b'(Q) be the Brauer correspondent of b(Q)
in NQN(Q) =
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Theorem 2.1. Let QN/N, DΠN<Q<D, bea defect group of a block of
G/N which is V-dominated by B. Then:
(i) OP(NG(Q)) = Q.
(ii) Q is a Sylow intersection in G.
Proof, (i) By the First Main Theorem, NG/N(QN/N) has a block with defect
group QN/N. In view of the natural isomorphism
NG/N(QN/N) = NG(Q)N/N s NG(Q)/NN(Q),
it follows that NG(Q)/NN(Q) has a block with defect group QNN(Q)/NN(Q). So
NG(Q)/QNN{Q) has a block of defect 0 and hence OP(NG(Q)/QNN(Q)) = 1.
Thus Q < OP(NG(Q)) < OP(QNN{Q)). On the other hand, since the block b'(Q)
has defect group Q, we get OP(QNN(Q)) < Q. Hence OP(NG(Q)) = Q.
(ii) As in the proof of (i), NQ(Q)/NN{Q) has a block with defect group
QNN(Q)/NN(Q). So NG(Q)/NN(Q) has p-Sylow subgroups Li/NN(Q), i = 1, 2,
such that Li Π L 2 = QNN(Q). Since Q Π JV = Q Π JV v(Q) i s a d e f e c t S r o u P o f a
block of NN(Q) covered by bf(Q), we can choose p-Sylow subgroups Γj, i = 1, 2,
of NN(Q) such that 1\ ΠT 2 = Q(Ί N. Choose p-Sylow subgroups 5 i f ί = 1, 2, of L^
such that Ti<Si. Then
ζ? < 5i Π 5 2 (since Q is a normal p-subgroup of L ,^ i = 1, 2)
= Si Π S2 Π QNN(Q) (since Si Π S 2 < Li Π L 2 = QNN(Q))
= Q(Si n s 2 n i\fa(Q)) ( s i n c e 0 < SΊ n s2)
= g(Γχ Π Γ 2 ) (since S< Π A^ΛΓ((3) = Ά, i = 1, 2)
= Q(QΠN) = Q.
Thus Si Π S 2 = £?. Choose p-Sylow subgroups P;, i = 1, 2, of G such that S< < P<.
Then Pi Π P 2 Π NG(Q) = Si Π S 2 = Q, since S», z = 1, 2, are p-Sylow subgroups of
iVσ(Q). Thus we get Pi Π P 2 = Q. D
The following lemma is useful.
Lemma 2.2. Let H be a subgroup of G with H > N. Let U be an oH-module
such that UN is indecomposable. Let Q be a p-subgroup with QN <\ H. Let W be
a projective indecomposable o[H/QN)-module. Then, U <8> infW is indecomposable,
and for a p-subgroup S of H, S is a vertex of UQN if and only if S is a vertex of
U (8) Inf W. Further, SN = QN for such S.
Proof. If o — R, let πR be the maximal ideal of R. If o = k, let π = 0. As
is well-known, W/πW is indecomposable, so U <8> inΐW is indecomposable by [14,
Lemma 1.1 (i)]. Clearly InfΫF is QiV-projective, so we have
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(1) [7 0 inίW is QiV-projective.
Also we have
(2) ([7 0 lnΐW)QN <* (vankoW)UQN.
If 5 is a vertex of UQN, then (1) and (2) imply that 5 is a vertex of U 0 inΐW.
Further, UQN - (USN)QN by Green's indecomposability theorem. So SN = QN.
Conversely, let 5 be a vertex of U®lnϊW. Then, since QN<H, (1) implies 5 < QN.
Then (2) implies 5 is a vertex of UQN- This completes the proof. D
For a p-subgroup Q such that D Π N < Q < £>, let b(Q) and b'(Q) be as be-
fore. We denote by BL{NG(Q)N\b(Q)) and BL(NG(Q)\b'(Q)) the set of blocks of
NG(Q)N covering b(Q) and the set of blocks of NG(Q) covering b'(Q), respectively.
For a subgroup H of G, let
BL{H,B) = {β I β is a block of # such that βG = B}.
Lemma 2.3. Block induction gives a defect-preserving bijection between
BL{NG(Q),B) and BL(NG(Q)N,B).
Proof. Let β e BL(NG(Q)N,B). Then, since B = βG covers 6, we
see, by [14, Lemma 1.3], β covers b and hence b(Q). So BL(NG(Q)N,B) C
BL(NG(Q)N I 6(Q)). Let /?' G BL(NG(Q),B). Then, since (β'*o(Q)N)G = £ 5
βiNG{Q)N c o v e r s 6^gj b y t h e s a m e r e a s o n > s o ^ ' c o v e r s J,/(Q) b y Lemma 1.2. Thus
BL(NG(Q),B) C JeL(AΓG(Q)|6/(g)). Hence the result follows from Theorem 1.1
(with (NG(Q)N,QN,b(Q)) in place of (G,N,b)) and the transitivity of block induc-
tion. D
REMARK. For any block /? of NG(Q)N covering 6, /?G is defined. In fact, since
β covers b(Q), β has a defect group P with P > Q. Since C
σ
( P ) < CG(Q) <
NG(Q)N9 βG is defined.
Proposition 2.4. Ler Q be a p-subgroup of G such that DΓ\N<Q<D.Let]ϊ
be a block of NG/N(QN/N) = NG(Q)N/N. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) β is V-dominated by B.
(ii) ~β is VNG(Q)N-dominated by some β G BL(NG(Q)N,B).
(iii) ~β is VNG{Q)N-dominated by β'No{Q)N for s o m e βi e BL(NG(Q),B).
Proof, (i) <& (ii): Put H = NG(Q)N. We can choose a projective in-
decomposable o[H/QN]-module W which lies in β as an U/iV-module. Then
W has vertex QN/N. Let [7 be the Green correspondent of W with respect to
(G/N,H/N,QN/N). So [/ lies in ~βG/N by the Nagao-Green theorem [16, Theorem
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5.3.12]. Clearly VH <8> InfW|(V <8> ϊnfU)H. By Lemma 2.2 with Vfr in place of [/,
V//0lnf W is indecomposable, so there is an indecomposable summand X of VΘlnft/
such that V# <g)InfW|X/f. Let 5 be a vertex of V# ®InfWΛ Then by Lemma 2.2, we
obtain SN = QJV. So C G (5) < NG{S) < NG{QN) = tf. Thus, if /3 is the block
of H containing VH ® Inf W, then X lies in βG by the Nagao-Green theorem. So
V (g)Infί/ belongs to βG by [14, Theorem 1.2]. Thus, (i) is equivalent to (ii) (by [14,
Theorem 1.2 (ii)]).
(ii) <ΦΦ- (iii): This follows from Lemma 2.3. This completes the proof. D
Now we can refine [14, Theorem 1.4 (ii)].
Corollary 2.5. There exists a block of G/N with defect group DN/N which is
V-dominated by B. Furthermore, the number of blocks of G/N with defect group
DN/N which are V-dominated by B equals the number of blocks of NG(D)N/N
with defect group DN/N which are V/vG(£>)τv-dominated by BNG{D)N^ w n e r e β (s
the Brauer correspondent of B in NG(D).
Proof. Put H = NG(D)N. By the First Main Theorem, there is a bijection be-
tween the set of blocks of G/N with defect group DN/N and the set of blocks of
H/N with defect group DN/N. By Proposition 2.4, it suffices to show
(1) BL(NG(D),B) = {B}.
(2) BH V/f-dominates a block β of H/N, and for any such β, β has defect group
DN/N.
(1) follows from the First Main Theorem. To prove (2), put β = BH. Then, since
β
G
 = B covers b, β covers b by [14, Lemma 1.3]. So, by [14, Theorem 1.2 (i)], β
Vf/-dominates a block β of H/N. Let Qι be a defect group of β. Since D is a defect
group of /?, we get Q
λ
 <
 H/NDN/N by [14, Theorem 1.4 (i)]. On the other hand,
Q\ > H/NDN/N, since DN/N is normal in H/N. So Q
x
 =
 H/NDN/N. Thus (2)
is proved. D
In the case of usual domination, we have the following:
Proposition 2.6. Let QN/N, DC\N <Q < D, be a defect group of a block of
G/N which is dominated by B. Then there is a weight (Q,S) belonging to B.
Proof. Let ΰ b e a block of G/N with defect group QN/N which is dominated
by B. Let β be the Brauer correspondent of B in NQ(Q)N/N. Let β be a unique
block of NG(Q)N dominating ~β. We have βG = B by Proposition 2.4. Let W be an
irreducible k[NG{Q)N/N]-modu\e in /3. Then W has vertex QN/N, so if inϊW is
the inflation to NG(Q)N of W, then infW has vertex Q (note that Q is a p-Sylow
subgroup of QN). Put 5 = (InfW)jv
σ
(Q) Then 5 is irreducible and has vertex <3 Let
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β' be the block of NQ (Q) containing 5. Then, by using the Green correspondence and
the Nagao-Green theorem, we see that β/No(Q)^ = β
m
 So β'G = B. Hence ((9,5) is
a weight belonging to B. This completes the proof. D
In the rest of this section we consider mainly the case when VN is an irreducible
oiV-module. In this case as well, defect groups of the blocks of G/N which are V-
dominated by B are rather restricted, though the condition we give below is not so
strong as Proposition 2.6. We prepare the following lemma, which complements 1.21
Remark in Knδrr [12]. For the definition of virtually irreducible modules (lattices) and
basic properties of them, see Knδrr [12].
Lemma 2.7. Let W be an irreducible o[G/N]-module.
(i) If o — R and VN is virtually irreducible RN-module, then V®\τάW is virtually
irreducible.
(ii) Ifo = k and EndkN(yN) = k, then E n d f c G ( ^ <8> InfW) = k.
Proof. (i) Let φ G E n d
Λ G ( ^ ® InfW). Let {wi} be an β-basis of W. We
may write
(υ <8) Wi)φ
where φij are uniquely determined elements of End#jv(VΛr) Put E = EndRN(VN)
and n = v&nkjiW. Let φF E Mai
n
(E) be the matrix whose (z^-entry is φij. Clearly
F is an i?-algebra monomoφhism from EndRoiV <S> inϊW) to Mat
n
(E). Put
Wig = ^2aij(g)wj, aiά{g) G R, for every g G G.
j
Then we get
where φis
g
 is defined by the rule: vφi
s
9
 = vg~ιφisg, υ G V. Taking the traces of
both sides, we get
This shows that the i2-endomorphism Φ of W defined by
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is an βG-endomorphism of W. So by assumption on W,
(1) tτ(φu) = tτ(φ
n
) for all i, and tr{φij) = 0 if iφ j .
Thus
tv(φ) =
So
v(tτ(φ)) = i/(τankRW) + v(tr(φn)) > ι/(rankβ(F <g> inΐW)),
since VN is virtually irreducible. It remains to show that if the equality holds here then
φ is invertible. Assume the equality holds. Since VN is virtually irreducible, (1) yields
that φu are invertible for all i and that φ^ E J{E) if i φ j , where J{E) is the radical
of E. Let
α : M a t
n
( £ ) -> M a t
n
( £ ) / J ( M a t
n
( £ ) ) (S M a t
n
( £ / J ( £ ) ) )
be the natural map. Then, by the above, φFα is invertible. So φF is invertible and
then φ is invertible. This completes the proof.
(ii) cf. the proof of 1.21 Remark in Knorr [12]. D
We say (Q, 6Q) is a £?-Brauer pair if &Q is a block of QCG(Q) with defect group
Q and [bo)G — B. We refer to Brauer [5] for the basic facts about Brauer pairs.
Theorem 2.8. Let QN/N, DΠN <Q <D, be α defect group of α block ~B of
G/N which is V-dominated by B. Assume either of the following:
(a) o — R and V is an RG-module such that VN is virtually irreducible.
(b) o — k and V is a kG-module such that Endfcjv(Viv) = k.
Then
(i) There is a B-Brauer pair (Q, 6Q).
(ii) For some defect group D
λ
 of B, we have Z{D
ι
)N/N < QN/N < D
λ
N/N.
In particular if D is abelian, then every block of G/N V-dominated by B has DN/N
as a defect group.
(iii) There exist defect groups Ό
λ
 and D2 of B such that Q = D\ Π D2y that is, Q
is a "defect intersection".
Proof. j>ut H = NG(Q)N. __
(i) Let β be the Brauer correspondent of B in H/N and let β be a unique block
of H which V//-dominates β.
Let W be an irreducible o[H/N]-module in ~β with KerW > QN/N. Let 5 be a
vertex of V# ® InfW. By Lemma 2.2, SN — QN. We claim that in both cases there
exists a β-Brauer pair (S,bs).
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CASE (a). By Lemma 2.7, VH ® InfW is a virtually irreducible ϋiί-module in
β. So, by Knόrr's theorem [11, Corollary 3.7 (i)] (or [12, Corollary 4.11]), there is a
/?-Brauer pair (S,bs)>
CASE (b). By Lemma 2.7 (ii), EndkH{VH <8>InfW) = k. So, by Knorr [11, The-
orem 3.3], there is a /3-Brauer pair {S,bs).
Thus the claim is proved. Now there is a primitive /3-Brauer pair (P,bp) such that
(S,b
s
) C ( P , 6 P ) . Then, since 5 < P Π SN < P, there is a β-Brauer pair
(P Π SN,bp
n
sN) On the other hand, since P is a defect group of β and β covers
b(Q), PΠQN - PΠSN is a defect group of 6(Q). Thus PnSN is QiV-conjugate to
<?. Thus there is a /?-Brauer pair (Q,bQ). Then 6Q is a block of QCH{Q) = QCG(Q)
with defect group Q and (bQ)G = ({bQ)H)G = βG = B. Thus (i) is proved.
(ii) This follows from (i) and the Brauer-Olsson theorem [5, (4K)].
(iii) Let β be as in the proof of (i). From the proof of (i), we see there is a β-
Brauer pair (Q,bQ). Put ( & Q ) J V G ( Q ) = /?'. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 (ii), we see
there are p-Sylow subgroups Si, i = 1, 2, of NG(Q) with Si Γ)S2 = Q. Let Ui, i = 1,
2, be defect groups of β' such that Si > t/<. Then Q = Si Π S 2 > E/i Π ί72 > Q, so
U1ΠU2 = Q' Now, as in the proof of (i), we have β'G = B. Then we see that there
is a defect group D\ of B such that U := NDl(Q) is a defect group of /?', cf. [16,
Theorem 5.5.21]. Thus there are x, y e NG(Q) such that U\ = f/x and C72 = !7 y .
Then 7VG(Q) Π Dλx Π ^ i y = C/x Π C/y = C7"i Π U2 = Q, and so £>i* Π ^ i y = Q. This
completes the proof. D
REMARK. When V is the trivial module, *\B F-dominates B" coincides with " 5
dominates B" (or " β contains β"). In this case, the last assertion of Theorem 2.8 (ii)
is proved in Berger and Knδrr [3, Step 2 of the proof of Theorem].
3. Extension of a character of a normal subgroup
Throughout this section, we use the following notation: Let TV be a normal sub-
group of a group G. Let b be a block of N. Let B be a block of G covering b. Let
D be a defect group of the Fong-Reynolds correspondent of J5 in the inertial group of
b in G. Put ί = D Π TV. So ί is a defect group of b.
If y is a subgroup of a group X and β is a block of Y, then for a character χ
of X, we denote by \β the ^-component of \γ and call it the /^-component of \.
The following theorem plays an important role in Section 4.
Theorem 3.1. Let the notation be as above. For any D-ίnvariant irreducible
character ξ in b, there exists a D-invariant extension of ξ to Z(D)N.
For the proof we prepare a lemma, which extends [13, Proposition 4.15 (i) (in
case (1))].
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Lemma 3.2. Let A be an abelian subgroup of Co{δ). Then every irreducible
character in b extends to AN.
Proof. Put L = AN. Let ξ be an irreducible character in b. Let ζ be an irre-
ducible character of L lying over ξ. Since L/N is a p-group, there exist a subgroup
H and a character η of H with the following properties: N < H < L, η^ = £ and
r/L = ζ, cf. Isaacs [9, Theorem 6.22]. Let V" be an RH-module affording η. If b is
a block of L to which ( belongs, then Aδ is a defect group of b, cf. [13, Lemma
4.13]. Then, since VL affords ζ and F L is i/-projective, we get Z(Aδ) < LH by
[11, Corollary 3.7 (i)] (or [12, Corollary 4.11]). Clearly A < Z(Aδ), so A <
 LH and
L — H. Thus C is an extension of ξ to L. D
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Put L — Z(D)N. Since L is a normal subgroup of DN,
the assertion makes sense. Applying Lemma 3.2 with A — Z(D), we see that there
exists an extension ζ of ξ to L. Fix any element x of D. Since ξ x = £, ζ x is also
an extension of ξ to L. So there is a unique irreducible (linear) character λ = X
x
 of
L/iV such that ζx = ζλ.
Let it be any element of Z(D). If # ' is a unique block of DN covering 6, then
D is a defect group of Bf, cf. [13, Lemma 4.13]. So there is a block V of CDN{U)
such that 6 / D ; v = B' and that D is a defect group of b1. (In fact, it suffices to choose
the block of CDN(U) induced by a root of B' in DCDN{D).) NOW CL(U) < CDN{U)
and CDN{V) — DCL(U). SO b' covers a unique (^-invariant) block, say 6χ, of CL{U),
and &i has Z> Π CL(U) = Z(D)δ as a defect group. Let ^
x
 be a unique block of
L covering 6. Then clearly £?! is ^-invariant and, by [13, Lemma 4.13], Z(D)δ is
a defect group of Bγ. Since blDN = B', and &i and B\ are D-invariant, it readily
follows that b
λ
L
 = B
x
.
Now we consider the b\ -component of ζx = ζλ. Let e be the block idempotent of
RCL(U) corresponding to b\. Then for h G CL{U),
(ObΛh) = ΠΛe) = C(^"e) = (ζbl)x(h),
since e x = e. So (Cx)&i = (C6i)x On the other hand, put e = ^ αyί/, where ay e R
and y ranges over the p'-elements of CL(W). Then for h G CL(U),
Thus (Cλ)6! = Ctiλ and we have shown (C&J* = C&i^  Evaluating at w, we get
ζbl(u) — ζb1(u)\(u). Since Z(D)δ is a common defect group of bι and £?χ, ζb1(u) φ
0 by Brauer [4, (4C)]. Thus we get \{u) — 1. Since u is an arbitrary element of
Z(D), this shows that λ is the trivial character. So ζ is (x)-invariant and, since x G D
is arbitrary, we get that ζ is D-invariant. This completes the proof. D
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REMARK. For alternative proofs of Brauer [4, (4C)], see [6, Proposition 3.4.1],
[15, Corollary 1.10, Corollary 2.6], [19, Lemma].
4. Robinson's conjecture
We recall from Introduction Robinson's conjecture:
(*) Let B b e a block of a group G with defect group D. Then, for every irreducible
character χ in B, ht χ < v\D : Z(D)\ and the equality holds only when D is
abelian.
We shall give a "relative version" of the conjecture (*) and reduce (*) to the case
of quasi-simple groups. In this section we assume that the field K contains a primitive
|G|3-th root of unity.
In the following Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we use the following notation: AT is a nor-
mal subgroup of a group G, B is a block of G, χ is an irreducible character in B,
and ξ is an irreducible constituent of \N. Let TG(ξ) be the inertial group of ξ in G.
Let lrr(TG(ξ)\ξ) be the set of irreducible characters of TG(ξ) lying over ξ.
Lemma 4.1. Let χ e lrτ(TG(ξ)\ξ) be such that χG = χ. Let B be the block of
TG (ζ) to which x belongs. Let b be the block of N to which ξ belongs and assume
that b is G-invariant. Let D be a defect group of B. Then for every defect group D
of B with D >D, we have CD(D) < D. In particular, Z(D) < Z(D).
Proof. Put So(b) = Γ\To(η), where η ranges over the irreducible characters in
b. Since b is G-invariant, we see that So(b) <1 G. Then, by Knόrr [10], there is a
block B\ of Sc{b) with defect group D Π So(b) which is covered by B. Since B
also covers £?χ, D Π So(b) is G-conjugate to D Π So(b). So, since D < D, we have
D Π SG(b) = D Π SG(b). On the other hand, DON = DON is a defect group of b.
Then, by [13, Lemma 4.14 (ii)], CD(D) <CD(Df)N) = CD(D Π N) < SG(b). So
CD(D) < SG{b) Π D = SG{b) Π D < D. This completes the proof. D
Recently Watanabe [20] obtained simpler proofs of some results of [13] and [14].
Applying her method, we obtain the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let the notation be as above and let D be a defect group of B. If
X is afforded by a Z(D)N-projective RG-module, then
- h t ξ > v\DN : Z(D)N\.
Proof. Let U be a Z(D)iV-projective ϋG-module affording χ. Let Q be a ver-
tex of U with Q <D. Then
i/(rank
Λ
C7) > v\G : QN\ +
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where V is some indecomposable summand of UN, cf. the proof of Proposition 2 in
[20]. Then, since rank^F is a multiple of ξ(l), we get
htχ-htξ> u\DN :QN\.
By Knorr [11], Q >
 GZ(D). So, since Q<GZ(D)N, we get QN = GZ(D)N. Thus
the result follows. D
The following is a "relative version" of Robinson's conjecture.
Theorem 4.3. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G with the following
property:
(*) is true for every block of every central extension of H/N for every subgroup
H with N <H<G.
Let B be a block of G with defect group D. Let χ be an irreducible character in B
and let ξ be an irreducible constituent of XN- Then
htχ - htξ < u\DN : Z(D)N\
and the equality holds if and only if χ is afforded by a Z{D)N-projective RG-module.
Proof. First we note that in the statement of Theorem 4.3 the choice of D is an
immaterial thing.
The proof is done by induction on \G/N\, the assertion being trivially true if G =
N. It suffices to prove the inequality and the "only i f part. In fact, then the " i f part
follows from the inequality and Lemma 4.2.
Let b be the block of iV to which ξ belongs. By the Fong-Reynolds theorem and
the induction hypothesis, we may assume that b is G-invariant. We divide the proof
into several steps.
STEP 1. We may assume ξ is G-invariant.
Proof. Let χ E lτr(TG(ξ)\ξ) be such that χG = χ. Let B be the block of TG(ξ)
to which x belongs. We have
(La) htχ = htχ + d(B)-d(B).
Let O b e a defect group of B. Since BG = B, D < D9 for some g G G. So we may
assume D < D without loss of generality. If TG(ξ) < G, then, by induction,
(l.b) htχ - htf < u\DN : Z(D)N\.
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Since b is G-invariant, we have Z(D) > Z(D) by Lemma 4.1. From (l.a) and (l.b)
we get
htχ - htξ < d(B) - d{B) + ι/\DN : Z(D)N\
= d(B) + v\N :DnN\- u\Z{D)N\
= d(B) + ι/|JV : £> Π N\ - t/\Z(D)N\
(since DΠN = DΠN)
< v\DN : Z(D)N\ (since Z(D)N > Z(D)N).
Thus
(l.c) htχ - htί < ι/|l?iV : Z(£>)7V|.
If the equality holds in (l.c), then the equality holds throughout. So Z(D)N —
Z(D)N. Also, since the equality holds in (l.b), we see by induction that χ is af-
forded by a Z(JD)iV-projective RTG(ξ)-module V. Then VG is a Z(£>)iV-projective
ΛG-module affording χ. Thus we may assume G = XG(£)
The following step extends Step 5 of the proof of Theorem in [3] or (jj) in the
proof of Theorem 6.1 in [13].
STEP 2. There exists a central extension of G,
with the following properties:
(2.a) / - 1 ( Λ 0 = Z x Nx for a normal subgroup JVi of G.
(2.b) f extends to G.(Here we identify N with Nt by (2.a).)
(2.c) Z is a finite cyclic group.
(2.d) There is a subgroup L of G such that f~ι(Z{D)N) = Z x L and that L is
normal in f~ι(DN).
(2.e) if is a splitting field for every subgroup of G.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there is a D-invariant extension ζ of ξ to Z(D)N. Let
p : Z(D)N ->> GL(ξ(l),i ;ί) be a representation affording ζ\ Let Γ be a transversal of
N in G with 1 G Γ. Since ξ and ζ are G-invariant and D-invariant, respectively, we
can choose by standard arguments p(t) € GL(ξ(l),F) such that:
p(t)p(ή)p{tyι = p(tnt~ι),n e N, forteT- DN,
p{t)p(x)p{t)~ι = p ^ " 1 ) , ^ G Z(,D)AΓ, for t eTΠ{DN - Z(D)N),
det p(t) = 1, for ί G T - Z(D)N,
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where F is a suitable extension of K. For t G T Π Z(D)N, put />(£) = p(t). For
# G G, write g = tn, t E T, n e N and put /?(#) = p(t)ρ{n). Then
(2.f) p(g)p(n)p(g)-1 = pigng'1), g G G,n G iV,and
(2.g) p(x) = p(x), x
Further,
(2.h) p(g)p(x)p(g)-1 = pigxg'1), g&DN,xe Z(D)N.
Let F* be the multiplicative group of F. By (2.f) and (2.g), there is a factor set α :
G x G -> F* satisfying the following:
(2.i) p(5)p(/ι) = α(g, h)β(gh), g,h&G, and
α(i,2/) = l, x,yeZ(D)N.
Then, taking determinants in (2.i), we get α(g, h)r = 1, g, h £ G, where r =
\Z(D)N\ξ(l).
Now let Z be the cyclic subgroup of order r of K*. (Since r divides \G\2 and K
contains a primitive |G|3-th root of unity, Z exists.) Let
be the central extension of G corresponding to the factor set α. So G = Z x G as a
set and the multiplication in it is defined by
(z,g)(w,h) = (zwα(g,h),gh), z,w G Z, g,heG.
We show that this central extension is a required one. To prove (2.d), put L =
{(l,x)|x G Z(D)N}. By (2,j), L is a subgroup of f~ι{Z{D)N) and f'l{Z{D)N) =
Z x L. To show that L is normal in f~1(DN), it suffices to prove (z,^)(l,α:) =
E Z j G iλ/V, x G Z(D)N; namely α(^, x) = α(gxg~ι,g). Now
\g)I = p(gxg~ι)p(g)p(gx)~ι (by (2.i))
- β(g)p(x)p(g)-1p(g)β(gx)-1 (by (2.g) and (2.h))
= α(g,x)I (by (2.g) and (2.i)),
where / is the identity matrix of degree ξ(l). Thus (2.d) follows. To show (2.a) and
(2.b), put N
λ
 = {(l,n)|n G A }^. Then we have /"H^O = Z x 7Vχ by (2.j). Sim-
ilar computation as in the above shows that Nι is a normal subgroup of G. If we
let p((z,g)) = zp(g), z G Z, g G G, then p is a representation of G and, since
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/5((l,n)) = p(n) for n G N, p affords an extension of ξ to G. Since \G\ = r\G\
divides | G | 3 and K contains a primitive |G|3-th root of unity, (2.e) follows. This com-
pletes the proof.
We fix a central extension G of G as above. Let χ be the inflation of χ to G. Let
B be the block of G to which χ belongs and let D be a defect group of B. Since G
is a central extension of G, we may choose D so that DZ/Z — D.
STEP 3. We have:
(3.a) DZ/Z = D. In particular, d(B) = d(B) + i/|Z|.
(3.b) Z(D)Z/Z = Z(£>). In particular, i/ |Z(£) | = i/|Z(Z?)| -f i/|Z|.
(3.c) DON = DΠN.
(3.d) z(z>) n JV = z(£>) n N.
Proof. (3.a) This is true by our choice of D.
(3.b) By (3.a), Z(D)Z/Z < Z(D). In the notation of Step 2, f~1(Z{D)N) =
Z x L. Let U = f"1(Z(D)) Π β . Let Z p be a p-Sylow subgroup of Z. It is obvious
that Zp < U < Zp x L. So U = Z p x (t/ΠL). Then, since £> < f-χ(DN) normalizes
L by (2.d) and [U, D] < Z by (3.a), we get [£/, D] = [U Π L, £)] < L Π Z = 1. So
U < Z(ί>) and Z{D) < Z(D)Z/Z. Hence Z{D)Z/Z = Z(D).
(3.c) By our choice of l) (and our convention that N
λ
 = iV), DΠN < DON.
Since both DnN and D Π AT are defect groups of b, we get l) ΠiV - DΠ N.
(3.d) By (3.a), [Z{D) ΠN,D] = 1. Thus Z(ί>) ΠN < Z(D) Π N by (3.c). On
the other hand, [Z(D) Π N, D] < Z by (3.a), so [Z(D) Π N, D] < Z Π N = 1. Thus
Π N < Zφ) Π N by (3.c) and (3.d) follows.
There is an extension ξ of £ to G by (2.b). Then there is a unique irreducible
character θ of G/N with χ = ξ ® ^ . Let β be the block of G/A^ to which θ belongs
and let D be a defect group of Z?.
STEP 4. We have:
(4.a) htx - htf = ht(9 -h d(B) - d(β) - d(6).
(4.b) htθ<u\D : Z(D) | .
Further, we may choose D so that
(4.c) Z(D) > Zφ)N/N. In particular,
v\zφ)\ > v\zφ)\ - v\zφ) n N\.
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Proof. (4.a) follows from (3.a). Since G/N is a central extension of G/N, we
get (4.b) by our assumption on N. Let V be an irreducible ΛG-module affording ξ.
Then B is V-dominated by B. So we get (4.c) by Theorem 2.8 (ii).
STEP 5. Conclusion.
Proof. We have
htχ - htξ = htβ + d(B) - d(B) - d(b) (by (4.a))
< v\D : Z(D)\ + d{B) - d{B) - d(b) (by (4.b))
= -v\Zφ)\+d{B)-d{b)
< -{y\Zφ)\ - u\Zφ) Π N\) + d(B) + v\Z\ - d(b)
(by (4.c) and (3.a))
= - ( I / | Z ( J D ) | + i/|Z|) + i/|Z(Z?) Π AΓ| + d(B) + i/|Z| - d(b)
(by (3.b))
= d(B) - d(b) - v\Z{Ό)\ + i/|Z(£>) Π iV| (by (3.d))
= v\Ό : D Π N\ - u\Z(D) : Z(D) Π JV|
= ι/\DN/N\ - u\Z(D)N/N\
= v\DN : Z{D)N\.
Thus we get
(5.a) htχ - htξ < ι/|DA^ : Z(D)ΛΓ|.
It remains to show that the equality holds in (5.a) only if χ is afforded by a
Z(D)iV-projective i?G-module. Assume the equality holds in (5.a), then in the above
proof of (5.a) the equality holds throughout. Hence D is abelian by (4.b) and our as-
sumption on N, and Zφ) = Zφ)N/N by (4.c). Thus,
(5.b) D = Zφ)N/N.
Let W be an R[G/N]-module affording θ and V an ΛG-module affording ξ. Then
V®W affords χ. Since W is, as an #[G/iV]-module, Z)-projective, V®W is Zφ)N-
projective by (5.b). So, V ®W is, as an ΛG-module, Z(D)A^-projective by (3.b) and
affords χ. This completes the proof. D
Lemma 4.4. If (*) is true for every block of every quasi-simple group, then it
is true for every block of every finite group G such that G/C is simple for a central
subgroup C of G.
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Proof. If G/C is of prime order, then G is abelian and (*) is trivially true. As-
sume that G/C is non-abelian simple. Then, as is well-known, G = G'C, where G'
is the commutator subgroup of G (which is quasi-simple). Let Cp be a p-Sylow sub-
group of C and D a defect group of B. Let B' be the block of G1 covered by B.
Then Cp < D < CpG
f
, so if we put Q = D Π G', then D = CPQ and Q is a defect
group of B1. Let χ be an irreducible character in B. Clearly χo> is an irreducible
character in Bf. By assumption, we get
(1) htχc < v\Q : Z(Q)\.
Since G = G'C and Z) > Gp, |G/G'£>| is prime to p. This shows htχ = htχσ' Also,
easy computation shows z/|D : Z(D)\ = v\Q : Z(Q)\. So we get
(2) htχ < v\D : Z(D)\.
If the equality holds in (2), then the equality holds in (1). So Q is abelian by assump-
tion, and D is abelian. This completes the proof. D
Lemma 4.5. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G. Let B be a block of G
with defect group D. Let χ be an irreducible character in B. Then the following are
equivalent.
(i) x is afforded by a Z{D)N-projective RG-module.
(ii) x is afforded by a Z(D)(D Π N)-projective RG-module.
Further, the following are equivalent.
(iii) x is afforded by a Z(D)-projective RG-module.
(iv) D is abelian.
Proof. (i) => (ii): Let U be a Z(£>)7V-projective itt?-module affording χ« By
Knorr [11], there is a vertex Q of U such that
(1) D>Q> CD(Q) > Z{D).
We have Q <
 GZ(D)N. So, by (1), we get QN = Z(D)N and Q = Z(D)(QΠN) <
Z(D)(DΠN). Thus (ii) holds.
(ii) => (i): This is trivial.
(iii) => (iv): Let U be a Z(D)-projective ΛG-module affording χ There is a
vertex Q of U such that (1) above holds. Then, since Q < GZ(D), we get, by (1),
Q = Z(D) = D. So D is abelian.
(iv) =ϊ (iii): This is trivial. D
Theorem 4.6. If (*) is true for every block of every quasi-simple group, then it
is true for every block of every finite group.
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Proof. Let B a block of G with a defect group D. The proof is done by in-
duction on \G/Z(G)\. If G = Z(G), then (*) is trivially true. Assume G > Z(G)
and let N/Z(G) be a maximal normal subgroup of G/Z(G). We claim that N is a
normal subgroup of G satisfying the condition in Theorem 4.3. Let H be a subgroup
such that N < H < G and let L be a central extension of iί/TV. If H < G, then
\L/Z(L)\ < \H/N\ < \G/N\ < \G/Z{G)\, so (*) is true for every block of L by
induction. On the other hand, if H — G, then (*) is true for every block of L by
Lemma 4.4 and assumption. So the claim is proved. Thus we may apply Theorem 4.3
to conclude that for every irreducible character χ in B and an irreducible constituent
ξ of χN, we have
(1) htχ - ht£ < v\DN : Z(D)N\.
Let b be the block of N to which ξ belongs. Since \N/Z(N)\ < \G/Z(G)\, we get
by induction,
(2) htξ<u\δ:Z(δ)l
where δ is a defect group of b. Replacing ξ by a G-conjugate of it if necessary, we
may assume δ = D Π N by Knόrr [10]. Thus, by (1) and (2),
(3) htχ < v\DN : Z(D)N\ + u\δ : Z(ί)|
= v\Ό : Z(D)\ + v\Z(D) Π N\ - v\Z(δ)\
< v\Ό : Z(D)\ (since Z(D) Π N < Z{δ)).
Hence
(4) htX <v\D:Z(D)\.
If the equality holds in (4), then equality holds throughout. So, by (1) and Theorem
4.3, we see that χ is afforded by a Z(D)iV-projective .RG-module. Further, we get
δ < Z{D) by (2), (3) and induction. Now, Z{D)(D Π TV) = Z{D)δ = Z(D). So, by
Lemma 4.5, we see that D is abelian. Thus the proof is complete. D
The following is a "relative version" of the results of Fong [7, (3C)] and Watan-
abe [18, Proposition].
Corollary 4.7. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G such that G/N is
p-solvable. Let B be a p-block of G with defect group D. Let x be an irreducible
character in B and let ξ be an irreducible constituent of XΛΓ Then
- htξ < v\DN : Z(D)N\
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and the equality holds if and only if \ is afforded by a Z(D)N-projective RG-module.
Proof. Since (*) is true for every block of a p-solvable quasi-simple group, be-
cause a p-solvable quasi-simple group is a p'-group, (*) is true for every block of a
p-solvable group, cf. the proof of Theorem 4.6. Then the assertion follows from Theo-
rem 4.3. D
REMARK. (1) If N — 1, the corollary above boils down to the results of Fong
[7] and Watanabe [18], cf. Lemma 4.5.
(2) The modular version of Corollary 4.7 is also true.
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